DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL ALIGARH (JUNIOR WING)
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2016-17
CLASS—PREPARATORY
School times are almost over, School times almost done,
We’ve had a lot of learning, we’ve had a lot of fun,
We’ll say good bye to teachers, its summer time let’s-play!
Throughout the vacation we will happy, cool and gay!
Dear Parent,
Summer vacations are synonymous with fun, frolic, getting up late in the
morning, playing for longer hours with friends. But there is a lot more you can
do to make your vacations more interesting, meaningful and full of fun while
doing all your favourite things. We are giving you a variety of fun-filled
activities and worksheets which you can do during the noon time under the
supervision of your parents.

Exciting Activities: Cut different shapes (circle, rectangle, triangle, square etc.)…Arrange
these shapes cut outs to make a house, boat, flower, caterpillar, bird
etc. (Make any two pictures) and help them to paste in their scrap
book.[Material has been provided]
 Collect any five wrappers of soaps, shampoo, toothpaste etc and paste
them in your scrap book. Learn one-one complete sentence that how
you use them.
 Make any one craft item with the help of paper plate. For example –

Literary Activities:




ENGLISH—Do reading of page-7 and 8.
HINDI — Revise vocabulary from the book.
MATHS—Do practice of writing numbers 1 to 99 under TO method.
EVS— Practice conversational questions on pages-8,10,12,14
(Try to give answers in complete sentences.)
 Do all the given manual sheets.

Note: Do all the work neatly and submit it in a beautifully handmade decorated
folder.(Made of Newspapers, size for a4 sheets.)
 Go through (April to July)the Information sheet and make your child
revise whatever work is done in the class.
 Do practice of number names 0 to 10
 Do practice of writing formation of English and Hindi letters on proper
lines.
 Kindly see that books are only for reading and class work.
 Kindly take out the print of Holiday Homework, keep it in a folder and
submit it till 8th of July.
WISHING ALL OF YOU A VERY ENJOYABLE AND FUN –PACKED
SUMMER BREAK.
SEE YOU ON MONDAY, JULY 4, 2016.

Ms.NeetuSengar
Class-Rep

Ms.Shalini Jain
Senior Mistress

Ms.Bhavana Bhardwaj
Head Mistress

Date…………….

Name……………………….

1-Draw a line from each hat to the correct snowman:

MAN
CAT

--at

VAN

SAT

PAT

FAN

BAN
PAN

--an

FAT
CAN

2-Use the words in the box to complete the sentences:

my is little for said

1.

What _______________________today?

2.

It is _________________birthday!

3.

“Have fun!”, she ______________.

4.

Can I havecake______________lunch?

5.

Just a _______________________slice.

3.Paste the pictures of “We use water for…?”

4.Write (O) for outdoor and (I) for indoor games. Colour your favourite
toys -

5.Learn and match numbers with number name –

0
9

NINE
FOUR

5
4

THREE
SIX

ONE

3
6

TWO

7
1

ZERO

FIVE

8
2

SEVEN
EIGHT

